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● Water in your ears?

Statement of the Problem:

● The purpose of this experiment was to see how far humans could hear sound
underwater versus out of water. I became interested in this experiment when I was at
the pool and my friend and I were trying to talk to each other under the water. The
information from this experiment will help people better understand how far humans
can hear underwater and could be used to better understand echolocation and hearing
in humans.

Objective:

● In this experiment I will be testing how far humans can hear in water VS out of water.

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that the noise underwater will travel farther than the noise out of water. I
think this because research states that sound travels faster in water compared to air
because water particles are packed more densely in water, therefore the energy the
sound waves carry is transported faster. This makes the sound appear louder. Research
also states that marine mammals, such as dolphins, utilize clicks at frequencies as high
as 110 kHz. Blue whales and fin whales produce low frequency sounds that can travel
2,000 miles (3,200 km) or more. Sperm whales produce the loudest sounds of any
animal; up to 230 decibels. The average human, by comparison, cannot hear sounds
above 20 kHz.

● https://whalewatch.co.nz/our-nature/latest-news/how-do-sperm-whales-communicate/

https://whalewatch.co.nz/our-nature/latest-news/how-do-sperm-whales-communicate/
Danniey Wright



● https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-do-you-hear-underwater/#:~:text=So
und%20waves%20travel%20faster%20in,than%20they%20do%20in%20air.

Materials:

● Access to a 40 ft pool
● An assistant to record the information
● Measuring tape (16ft)
● One roll of blue scotch tape
● Life jackets or floats (for safety reasons)
● A water-proof speaker (or a speaker in a plastic bag) (JBL)
● iPhone 6 (to connect the speaker to and play music)
● Youtube video of noise (https://youtu.be/TxHctJZflh8https://youtu.be/TxHctJZflh8)
● Science Fair Logbook
● Blue ink pen (PILOT G - 2)
● 10 test subjects
● iPhone 6/camera

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- In water VS out of water.
● Dependent- Distance you hear noise coming from a speaker in VS out of water.
● Constance- Same noise coming from the speaker at the same volume.

Procedure:
1. Place tape along the side of the pool, each piece of tape should be 1 ft apart (this is to

measure how many feet you stop hearing the noise from).
2. Connect the bluetooth speaker to the phone you are playing the noise from.
3. Put the bluetooth speaker in a waterproof bag (if the speaker is not waterproof).
4. Place the speaker next to the first tape above water on the ground.
5. Stand at the first tape above water.
6. Play the noise from the speaker.
7. Slowly start going backwards stepping on each piece of tape until you can't hear the

noise playing.
8. Count what piece of tape you are on to measure how many feet you are away from the

speaker.
9. Write down your results on a piece of paper.
10. Get into the water.
11. Put the speaker in the water next to the first piece of tape.
12. Make sure you and the speaker are fully submerged in the water.
13. Starting at the first piece of tape, play the sound.
14. Slowly move away from the speaker until you can't hear the noise playing.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-do-you-hear-underwater/#:~:text=Sound%20waves%20travel%20faster%20in,than%20they%20do%20in%20air
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-do-you-hear-underwater/#:~:text=Sound%20waves%20travel%20faster%20in,than%20they%20do%20in%20air
https://youtu.be/TxHctJZflh8


15. Record how far away you heard the noise from by counting the number tape you are on,
this is how many feet you are away from the speaker.

16. Repeat these steps with 10 different people.
17. Record your data in your logbook.

Results:

●
The results of this experiment show that test subject one stopped hearing the sound
at 28 ft underwater, and 98 ft above water. Subject two stopped hearing 34 ft under
water and 220 above. Subject three stopped hearing 38 ft underwater and 219 ft
above water. Subject four stopped hearing underwater 20 ft and 175 ft above water.
Test subject five stopped hearing the sound underwater at 19 ft and 181 ft above
water. Subject six stopped hearing at 16 ft underwater and 219 ft above. Test subject
seven stopped hearing the sound underwater at 15 ft and 175 ft above water. Subject
eight stopped hearing the noise under water at 18 ft and 177 ft above water. Subject
nine stopped hearing under water at 19 ft and 180 ft above water. Test subject 10
stopped hearing at 17 ft below water and 175 above. The average length sound
stopped being heard under water is 22.4 ft and above water was 181.9 ft. This data
shows that humans can hear farther out of water compared to underwater.

Test Subjects
Where sound stopped being

heard in water
(ft)

Where sound stopped being
heard out of water (ft)

Test Subject 1. 28 98

Test Subject 2. 34 220

Test Subject 3. 38 219

Test Subject 4. 20 175

Test Subject 5. 19 181

Test Subject 6. 16 219

Test Subject 7. 15 175

Test Subject 8. 18 177

Test Subject 9. 19 180

Test Subject 10. 17 175



Average 22.4 181.9

Conclusion:
1. In this experiment I tested how far humans can hear noise underwater compared
to out of water. I accomplished this by having 10 test subjects walk above water until
they could not hear the noise playing then doing the same thing but in a pool
underwater.

2. In this experiment I hypothesized that the noise underwater will travel farther
than the noise out of water. I think this because research states that sound travels
faster in water compared to air because water particles are packed more densely in



water, therefore the energy the sound waves carry is transported faster. This makes
the sound appear louder. Research also states that marine mammals, such as
dolphins, utilize clicks at frequencies as high as 110 kHz. Blue whales and fin whales
produce low frequency sounds that can travel 2,000 miles (3,200 km) or more.
Sperm whales produce the loudest sounds of any animal; up to 230 decibels. The
average human, by comparison, cannot hear sounds above 20 kHz. My results show
that humans actually hear farther above the water compared to underwater, so my
hypothesis was not supported.

3. The results of this experiment show that test subject one stopped hearing the
sound at 28 ft underwater, and 98 ft above water. Subject two stopped hearing 34 ft
under water and 220 above. Subject three stopped hearing 38 ft underwater and
219 ft above water. Subject four stopped hearing underwater 20 ft and 175 ft above
water. Test subject five stopped hearing the sound underwater at 19 ft and 181 ft
above water. Subject six stopped hearing at 16 ft underwater and 219 ft above. Test
subject seven stopped hearing the sound underwater at 15 ft and 175 ft above
water. Subject eight stopped hearing the noise under water at 18 ft and 177 ft above
water. Subject nine stopped hearing under water at 19 ft and 180 ft above water.
Test subject 10 stopped hearing at 17 ft below water and 175 above. The average
length sound stopped being heard under water is 22.4 ft and above water was 181.9
ft. This data shows that humans can hear farther out of water compared to
underwater.

4. In this lab I learned that humans can not hear as far as the research done on
marine animals who use echolocation to communicate. I also learned that humans
can not hear noise as far under water compared to out of water.

5. If I was to do the experiment again I would test half male test subjects and half
female test subjects to see if gender could change the results of the experiment. I
would test this because in my experiment, the two male test subjects heard farther
than the female test subjects. I wonder if my results could have changed because of
this. I could also expand my sample size to get more accurate data. Another thing I
could do is use a waterproof speaker to see if the speaker being in the bag could
have affected the results.

Bag with speaker out and in water:



Pool used (and tape on pool edge):

Materials:




